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biography—a failed love affair between a venerated war hero and a
young woman of Filipino and American heritage. Following Cooper from
the Philippines to Washington, D.C. to Hollywood, where she died
penniless, Gonzalez frames her not as a tragic heroine, but as someone
caught within the violent histories of U.S. imperialism. In this way,
Gonzalez uses Cooper's life as a means to explore the contours of empire
as experienced on the scale of personal relationships. Along the way,
Gonzalez fills in the archival gaps of Cooper's life with speculative
fictional interludes that both unsettle the authority of “official” archives
and dislodge the established one-dimensional characterizations of her.
By presenting Cooper as a complex historical subject who lived at the
crossroads of American colonialism in the Philippines, Gonzalez
demonstrates how intimacy and love are woven into the infrastructure of
empire.
Daughter of the Empire
- Raymond E. Feist 1988-05-01
An epic tale of adventure and intrigue, Daughter of the Empire is fantasy
of the highest order by two of the most talented writers in the field
today. Magic and murder engulf the realm of Kelewan. Fierce warlords
ignite a bitter blood feud to enslave the empire of Tsuranuanni. While in
the opulent Imperial courts, assassins and spy-master plot cunning and
devious intrigues against the rightful heir. Now Mara, a young, untested
Ruling lady, is called upon to lead her people in a heroic struggle for
survival. But first she must rally an army of rebel warriors, form a pact
with the alien cho-ja, and marry the son of a hated enemy. Only then can
Mara face her most dangerous foe of all—in his own impregnable
stronghold.
The Bastard - Lisa Renee Jones 2018-11-14
I'm the bastard child, son to the mistress, my father's backup heir to the
Kingston empire. He sent me to Harvard. I left and became a Navy SEAL,
but I'm back now, and I finished school on my own dime. I'm now the
right hand man to Grayson Bennett, the billionaire who runs the Bennett
Empire. I'm now a few months from being a billionaire myself. I don't
need my father's company or his love. My "brother" can have it. I will
never go back there. I will never be the mistake my father made, the way
he was the mistake my mother made. And then she walks in the door, the
princess I'd once wanted more than I'd wanted my father's love. She
wants me to come back. She says my father needs to be saved. I don't
want to save my father but I do want her. Deeply. Passionately. More
than I want anything else. But she's The Princess and I'm The Bastard.
We don't fit. We don't belong together and yet she says he needs me, that
she needs me. We're like sugar and spice, we don't mix, but I really crave
a taste. Just one. What harm can just one taste do?
Mistress of the Empire
- Raymond E. Feist 1993-05-01
The world on the other side of the rift: Kelewan, a land seething with
political intrigue and deadly conspiracies. Following the opulent panoply
of Daughter Of The Empire and the dazzling pageantry of Servant Of The
Empire comes the resounding conclusion to the Empire trilogy. Besieged
by spies and rival houses, stalked by a secret and merciless brotherhood
of assassins, the brilliant Lady Mara of the Acoma faces the most deadly
challenge she has ever known. The fearsome Black Robes see Mara as
the ultimate threat to their ancient power. In search of allies who will
join her against them, Mara must travel beyond civilization's borders and
even into the hives of the alien cho-ja. As those near and dear to her fall
victim to many enemies, Mara cries out for vengeance. Drawing on all of
her courage and guile she prepares to fight her greatest battle of all--for
her life, her home, and the Empire itself.
Mistress of Rome - Kate Quinn 2010-04-06
The first in an unforgettable historical saga from the New York Times
bestselling author of The Alice Network and The Diamond Eye. “So
gripping, your hands are glued to the book, and so vivid it burns itself
into your mind’s eye and stays with you long after you turn the final
page.”—Diana Gabaldon, #1 New York Times bestselling author First-

The King's Buccaneer - Raymond E. Feist 2017-08-22
Long recovered from the ravages of the Riftwar, the land and people of
the kingdom of the Isles thrive. Nicholas, the youngest son of Prince
Arutha, is intelligent and gifted but vastly inexperienced. In hopes of
hardening him, his father sends him and his irreverent squire, Harry, to
live at Rustic Castle Crydee to learn of life beyond the halls of privilege.
But within weeks of Nicholas and Harry's arrival, Crydee is viciously
attacked by unknown assailants, resulting in murder, massive
destruction, and the abduction of two young noblewomen. The raiders
have come from a pirate haven and are no ordinary foe ... but an enemy
connected to dark magical forces that threaten the lands Nicholas will
someday rule -- if he survives.
Prince of the Blood - Raymond E. Feist 1990
Fantasy-roman.
The Mistress of Auschwitz - Terrance Williamson 2019-08-27
Based on the harrowing life of Eleonore Hodys, The Mistress of
Auschwitz follows the true story of a political prisoner detained in the
notorious concentration camp. While experiencing all the horrors of the
holocaust, Eleonore turns to friendship for survival. Through
companionship with another female prisoner, Eleonore must decide if
she has the courage to join the resistance movement which is planning
the overthrow of their wicked oppressors. Matters are only complicated
when Eleonore unwittingly attracts the attention of the Commandant and
she is forced to decide between her own comfort or her principles.
The Emperor's Exile (Eagles of the Empire 19) - Simon Scarrow
2020-11-12
The Sunday Times bestseller - a thrilling new adventure in Simon
Scarrow's acclaimed Eagles of the Empire series. Perfect for readers of
Conn Iggulden and Bernard Cornwell. READERS CAN'T GET ENOUGH
OF SIMON SCARROW'S BOOKS! 'I could not put it down' ***** AMAZON REVIEW 'Awesome read . . . ' ***** - AMAZON REVIEW 'A
storytelling master . . . I loved this novel and can't wait for the next' *****
- AMAZON REVIEW 'If you have read the previous books, you already
know how good they are . . . If you have not read any of these books,
then get started!' ***** - AMAZON REVIEW A.D. 57. Battle-scarred
veterans of the Roman army Tribune Cato and Centurion Macro return to
Rome. Thanks to the failure of their recent campaign on the eastern
frontier they face a hostile reception at the imperial court. Their
reputations and future are at stake. When Emperor Nero's infatuation
with his mistress is exploited by political enemies, he reluctantly
banishes her into exile. Cato, isolated and unwelcome in Rome, is forced
to escort her to Sardinia. Arriving on the restless, simmering island with
a small cadre of officers, Cato faces peril on three fronts: a fractured
command, a deadly plague spreading across the province...and a violent
insurgency threatening to tip the province into blood-stained chaos. IF
YOU DON'T KNOW SIMON SCARROW, YOU DON'T KNOW ROME!
MORE PRAISE FOR SIMON SCARROW'S NOVELS 'Scarrow's [novels]
rank with the best' Independent 'Blood, gore, political intrigue' Daily
Sport 'Always a joy' The Times
The Perfect Mistress - Victoria Alexander 2011
Widowed Julia, Lady Winterset, has inherited a book that every
gentleman in London seems to want. Harrison Landingham, Earl of
Mountdale, can't let the obstinate Julia release the shameless memoir
that could ruin his family's name, but the only way to stop her may be
equally sordid, for his rivals are intent on seducing the captivating
woman to acquire the book.
Empire's Mistress, Starring Isabel Rosario Cooper - Vernadette
Vicuña Gonzalez 2021-02-05
In Empire's Mistress Vernadette Vicuña Gonzalez follows the life of
Filipina vaudeville and film actress Isabel Rosario Cooper, who was the
mistress of General Douglas MacArthur. If mentioned at all, their
relationship exists only as a salacious footnote in MacArthur's
mistress-of-the-empire-empire-trilogy-bk-3-chuntianore
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century Rome: One young woman will hold the fate of an empire in her
hands. Thea, a captive from Judaea, is a clever and determined survivor
hiding behind a slave’s docile mask. Purchased as a toy for the spoiled
heiress Lepida Pollia, Thea evades her mistress’s spite and hones a
secret passion for music. But when Thea wins the love of Rome’s newest
and most savage gladiator and dares to dream of a better life, the jealous
Lepida tears the lovers apart and casts Thea out. Rome offers many ways
for the resourceful to survive, and Thea remakes herself as a singer for
the Eternal ’City’s glittering aristocrats. As she struggles for success and
independence, her nightingale voice attracts a dangerous new admirer:
the Emperor himself. But the passions of an all-powerful man come with
a heavy price, and Thea finds herself fighting for both her soul and her
destiny. Many have tried to destroy the Emperor: a vengeful gladiator, an
upright senator, a tormented soldier, a Vestal Virgin. But in the end, the
life of Rome’s most powerful man lies in the hands of one woman: the
Emperor’s mistress.
The Complete Empire Trilogy: Daughter of the Empire, Mistress of
the Empire, Servant of the Empire - Raymond E. Feist 2013-03-14
The critically acclaimed and bestselling Empire Trilogy by Raymond E.
Feist and Janny Wurts, is now available in this ebook bundle. The bundle
includes Daughter of the Empire (1), Servant of the Empire (2), and
Mistress of the Empire (3).
The Cycle of Fire - Janny Wurts 2021-03-09
Now in one volume: three novels in the “epic tale mixing fantasy and SF .
. . full of action, splendid scenes of magic and engaging secondary
characters” (Publishers Weekly). Stormwarden A young girl, her brother,
and a Firelord’s descendant are caught up in the rescue of the
Stormwarden Anskiere—and the unbinding of the demons that could
destroy all of humanity. Keeper of the Keys As Jaric struggles to accept
his father’s heritage, Taen’s brother is possessed by the demons who use
him as a pawn to hunt down and slay the Firelord’s heir. Shadowfane
Jaric faces the Cycle of Fire that drove his father to madness, while Taen
Dreamweaver is targeted by her brother and his demon overlords,
psionically endowed aliens who have been revealed as mankind’s ancient
conquerors. Praise for Janny Wurts “Janny Wurts builds beautiful castles
in the air. . . . Every detail is richly imagined and vividly rendered.”
—Diana Gabaldon “A gifted creator of wonders.” —Raymond E. Feist “It
ought to be illegal for one person to have this much talent.” —Stephen R.
Donaldson
The Mirror Empire - Kameron Hurley 2014-08-26
An ambitious tale of magic, war, and parallel worlds that pushes the
boundaries of epic fantasy—from a two-time Hugo Award winner On the
eve of a recurring catastrophic event known to extinguish nations and
reshape continents, a troubled orphan evades death and slavery to
uncover her own bloody past . . . while a world goes to war with itself. In
the frozen kingdom of Saiduan, invaders from another realm are
decimating whole cities, leaving behind nothing but ash and ruin. At the
heart of this war lie the pacifistic Dhai people, once enslaved by the
Saiduan and now courted by their former masters to provide aid against
the encroaching enemy. As the dark star of the cataclysm rises, an
illegitimate ruler is tasked with holding together a country fractured by
civil war; a precocious young fighter is asked to betray his family to save
his skin; and a half-Dhai general must choose between the eradication of
her father's people or loyalty to her alien Empress. Through tense
alliances and devastating betrayal, the Dhai and their allies attempt to
hold against a seemingly unstoppable force as enemy nations prepare for
a coming together of worlds as old as the universe itself. In the end, one
world will rise—and many will perish. Stretching from desolate tundras
to steamy, semi-tropical climes seething with sentient plant life, this is an
epic tale of blood mages and mercenaries, emperors and priestly
assassins, who must unite to save a world on the brink of ruin. File
Under: Fantasy [ Orphaned Child | World at War | Blood Magic | The
Fluidity of Gender]
The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay (with bonus content) Michael Chabon 2012-06-12
WINNER OF THE PULITZER PRIZE • NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
• The epic, beloved novel of two boy geniuses dreaming up superheroes
in New York’s Golden Age of comics, now with special bonus material by
the author—soon to be a Showtime limited series “It's absolutely goshwow, super-colossal—smart, funny, and a continual pleasure to
read.”—The Washington Post Book World Named one of the 10 Best
Books of the Decade by Entertainment Weekly • Finalist for the
PEN/Faulkner Award, National Book Critics Circle Award, and Los
Angeles Times Book Prize A “towering, swash-buckling thrill of a book”
(Newsweek), hailed as Chabon’s “magnum opus” (The New York Review
mistress-of-the-empire-empire-trilogy-bk-3-chuntianore

of Books), The Amazing Adventures of Kavalier & Clay is a triumph of
originality, imagination, and storytelling, an exuberant, irresistible novel
that begins in New York City in 1939. A young escape artist and budding
magician named Joe Kavalier arrives on the doorstep of his cousin,
Sammy Clay. While the long shadow of Hitler falls across Europe,
America is happily in thrall to the Golden Age of comic books, and in a
distant corner of Brooklyn, Sammy is looking for a way to cash in on the
craze. He finds the ideal partner in the aloof, artistically gifted Joe, and
together they embark on an adventure that takes them deep into the
heart of Manhattan, and the heart of old-fashioned American ambition.
From the shared fears, dreams, and desires of two teenage boys, they
spin comic book tales of the heroic, fascist-fighting Escapist and the
beautiful, mysterious Luna Moth, otherworldly mistress of the night.
Climbing from the streets of Brooklyn to the top of the Empire State
Building, Joe and Sammy carve out lives, and careers, as vivid as cyan
and magenta ink. Spanning continents and eras, this superb book by one
of America’s finest writers remains one of the defining novels of our
modern American age. Winner of the Bay Area Book Reviewers Award
and the New York Society Library Book Award
A War in Crimson Embers- Alex Marshall 2017-12-05
The final book in the Crimson Empire trilogy, a game-changing fantasy
epic featuring an unforgettable warrior. Former warrior queen and now
pariah, Cold Zosia wakes in the ashes of a burning city. Her vengeance
has brought her to this - her heroic reputation in tatters, her allies
scattered far and wide, and her world on the cusp of ruin. General JiHyeon has vanished into the legendary First Dark, leaving her lover
Sullen alone to carry out the grim commands of a dead goddess. The
barbarian Maroto is held captive by a demonic army hell-bent on the
extermination of the Crimson Empire, and only his protégé Purna
believes he can be saved. Zosia must rally her comrades and old enemies
one last time, for what will prove the greatest battle of her many
legends...if anyone lives to tell it. FIVE HEROES. NO HOPE. A WAR
AGAINST DEVILS. The Crimson Empire Trilogy: A Crown for Cold
SilverA Blade of Black SteelA War in Crimson Embers By the same
author, writing as Jesse Bullington: The Sad Tale of the Brothers
Grossbart The Enterprise of Death The Folly of the World
Mistress of Mistresses - E. R. Eddison 2016-07-28
Edward Lessingham of England is dead, the last chapter of his
extraordinary life written. Edward Lessingham of Zimiamvia is alive: now
Lord Lessingham, cousin to the villainous Vicar of Rerek, scourge of King
Mezentius in that fabled land. But the king is dead and his passing has
left a dangerous power vacuum and the fate of the three kingdoms in the
balance. Lord Lessingham makes valiant attempts to bring peace to the
land but is stalled by the vicar's treachery and the strange ties that bind
him to his cousin. Ties that may yet lead to bloody conflict in the three
kingdoms . . .
Stormwarden - Janny Wurts 2021-03-09
First in the classic Cycle of Fire trilogy from the acclaimed fantasy
author: “An outstanding piece of work in every way.” —Andre Norton,
New York Times–bestselling author Caught in an evil plot by a king’s
emissary keen to seize power, Anskiere—master of wind, wave, and
weather—submits to a false accusation of mass murder in order to spare
the innocent village that sheltered him. When his desperate act of
resistance traps him in a prison of his own making, Anskiere must rely on
the undying loyalty of a young girl, her older brother’s obsessive quest
for vengeance, and the weakling descendant of his greatest betrayer,
once master of fire and earth, to thwart the ruinous ambition of his
enemies. Together, the three will face a critical challenge: the rescue of
Anskiere—and the unbinding of demons bent on humanity’s destruction.
Praise for Janny Wurts “Janny Wurts builds beautiful castles in the air. . .
. Every detail is richly imagined and vividly rendered.” —Diana Gabaldon
“A gifted creator of wonders.” —Raymond E. Feist “It ought to be illegal
for one person to have this much talent.” —Stephen R. Donaldson
Visible Empire - Hannah Pittard 2018-06-05
An “intimate and revelatory” (Tom Perrota) novel—based on true
events—charting a single sweltering summer in Atlanta that left no one
unchanged On a humid summer day, the phones begin to ring: disaster
has struck. Chateau de Sully, a Boeing 707 chartered to ferry home more
than one hundred of Atlanta’s most prominent citizens from a European
jaunt, crashed in Paris shortly after takeoff. Overnight, the city of Atlanta
changes. Left behind are children, spouses, lovers, and friends faced with
renegotiating their lives—the hedonism of the sixties and the urgency of
the civil rights movement at the city’s doorstep. With Visible Empire,
Hannah Pittard “brings her kaleidoscopic perspective to a catastrophe on
an epic scale” (Los Angeles Times). Captivating and ambitious—and
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inspired by true events—this is a story of race, class, power, privilege,
and, ultimately, of promise and hope.
The Throne of the Five Winds - S. C. Emmett 2019-10-15
Two queens, two concubines, six princes. Innumerable secret agendas.A
single hidden blade. The imperial palace -- full of ambitious royals, sly
gossip, and unforeseen perils -- is perhaps the most dangerous place in
the Empire of Zhaon. Komor Yala, lady-in-waiting to the princess of the
vanquished kingdom of Khir, has only her wits and her hidden blade to
protect herself and her charge, who was sacrificed in marriage to the
enemy as a hostage for her conquered people's good behavior, to secure
a tenuous peace. But the Emperor is aging, and the Khir princess and her
lady-in-waiting soon find themselves pawns in the six princes' deadly
schemes for the throne -- and a single spark could ignite fresh rebellion
in Khir. Then, the Emperor falls ill -- and a far bloodier game begins...
The Throne of the Five Winds is the first installment of the Hostage of
Empire series, an intricate and ruthless East Asia-inspired epic fantasy
trilogy perfect for fans of George R. R. Martin, Ken Liu, Kate Elliott, and
K. Arsenault Rivera.
Pinocchio, the Tale of a Puppet
- Carlo Collodi 2011-02
Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows the adventures of a talking
wooden puppet whose nose grew longer whenever he told a lie and who
wanted more than anything else to become a real boy.As carpenter
Master Antonio begins to carve a block of pinewood into a leg for his
table the log shouts out, "Don't strike me too hard!" Frightened by the
talking log, Master Cherry does not know what to do until his neighbor
Geppetto drops by looking for a piece of wood to build a marionette.
Antonio gives the block to Geppetto. And thus begins the life of
Pinocchio, the puppet that turns into a boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a
Puppet is a novel for children by Carlo Collodi is about the mischievous
adventures of Pinocchio, an animated marionette, and his poor father
and woodcarver Geppetto. It is considered a classic of children's
literature and has spawned many derivative works of art. But this is not
the story we've seen in film but the original version full of harrowing
adventures faced by Pinnocchio. It includes 40 illustrations.
Master of Furies - Raymond E. Feist 2022-07-05
From King of Ashes to Queen of Storms, it’s all built up to this—the
thrilling conclusion to legendary New York Times bestselling author
Raymond E. Feist’s epic Firemane saga. War has swept across
Marquensas. Ruthless raiders have massacred the inhabitants of Beran’s
Hill, including Gwen, the beloved wife of Declan Smith. Hollow of heart,
his hopes burned to ashes, Declan swears to track down and destroy the
raiders, an ambition shared by Baron Daylon Dumarch, whose family was
massacred as they fled the capital. Meanwhile Hava, whose gift for
piracy has seen her acquire the treasure ship Borzon’s Black Wake and
the swift Azhante sailing vessel, Queen of Storms, and won her the name
of “the Sea Demon,” is closing in on the whereabouts of those who
unleashed the murderous hordes. Her husband, Hatushaly, the last
remaining member of the ruling family of Ithrace, the legendary
Firemanes, seeks to control the magical powers he has inherited. He is
able now to visualize and even travel among the filaments of energies
that power all existence: the furies. But will he be able to channel his
magic in time to combat the deepest, darkest threat the world of Garn
has ever faced?
Dawn of Empire - Sam Barone 2009-03-17
Five millennia ago, on the eastern bank of the river Tigris, the course of
human history changed forever . . . The people of Orak cherish their
peaceful village and the life they have made. Though not proficient with
the bow or sword, they possess a weapon far stronger: the ability to coax
food from the ground. This is why the barbarian leader Thutmose-sin
hates and fears them. As his marauding clan of bloodthirsty warriors
readies itself for the plunder and the kill, the fate of the village rests with
the outcast barbarian Eskkar and the woman he loves, the wise and
beautiful slave girl Trella—and on a bold, remarkable, never-beforetested plan of defense. For those who have known peace must turn their
hands to war, to save from the savage invaders not only their families but
their way of life.
Empire of Dust - Eleanor Herman 2016-07-01
In Macedon, war rises like smoke, forbidden romance blooms and
ancient magic tempered with rage threatens to turn an empire to dust
After winning his first battle, Prince Alexander fights to become the ruler
his kingdom demands—but the line between leader and tyrant blurs with
each new threat. Meanwhile, Hephaestion, cast aside by Alexander for
killing the wrong man, must conceal the devastating secret of a divine
prophecy from Katerina even as the two of them are thrust together on a
dangerous mission to Egypt. The warrior, Jacob, determined to forget his
mistress-of-the-empire-empire-trilogy-bk-3-chuntianore

first love, vows to eradicate the ancient Blood Magics and believes that
royal prisoner Cynane holds the key to Macedon's undoing. And in
chains, the Persian princess Zofia still longs to find the Spirit Eaters, but
first must grapple with the secrets of her handsome—and
deadly—captor. New York Times bestselling author Eleanor Herman
entwines the real scandals of history with epic fantasy to reimagine the
world's most brilliant ruler, Alexander the Great, in the second book of
the Blood of Gods and Royals series.
Under the Eagle- Simon Scarrow 2002-12-06
In this first book of a new historical fiction series, a crack Roman legion
invades Britain in this brazen tale of military adventure, political intrigue
and heroism It is the year 42 AD, and Centurion Macro, battle-scarred
and fearless, is in the heart of Germany with the Second Legion, the
toughest in the Roman army. Cato, a new recruit and the newly
appointed second-in-command to Macro, will have more to prove than
most. In a bloody skirmish with local tribes, Cato gets his first chance to
prove that he's more than a callow, privileged youth. As their next
campaign takes them to a land of unparalleled barbarity - Britain - a
special mission unfolds, thrusting Cato and Macro headlong into a
conspiracy that threatens to topple the Emperor himself. Filled with the
kind of historical details that brings the adventure to life, Simon
Scarrow's Under the Eagle is destined to become a military fiction
classic.
Servant of the Empire - Raymond E. Feist 1997-01-01
"A sweeping drama unveiling a tale of love, hate and sacrifice against the
panorama of an alien yet familiar society."--Publishers Weekly.
"Uncommonly satisfying."--Locus
The Complete Liveship Traders Trilogy: Ship of Magic, The Mad Ship,
Ship of Destiny
- Robin Hobb 2012-12-13
'Fantasy as it ought to be written' George R.R. Martin The Liveship
Traders trilogy returns readers to Robin Hobb’s most loved world.
Empire of the Soul
- Paul William Roberts 2006
The Sultan's Daughter - Ann Chamberlin 1998-08-03
Giorgio Veniero, a eunuch, guards the life and honor of his beloved
mistress, Esmikhan, the Sultan's daughter, but when forbidden passion
tempts her, Giorgio risks his life to find that her happiness is in his
hands. Reprint. AB. LJ. PW.
At Her Beck and Call Part II - Mistress Benay 2013-11-29
Mistress Benay is back with Part II of "At Her Beck and Call", her
exciting new novel where She answers many of the questions which
readers sent to her after her first book was published. In Part II of "At
Her Beck and Call", we find out much more about her personal slave
Troy, and She gives us in-depth descriptions of the many Training and
Punishment techniques She uses with him.The Mistress also describes
for us the Male Chastity Techniques which She uses to keep her slave
attentive and obedient at all times, as well as helpful tips for Women who
have thought about introducing Male Chastity into their relationship with
their husband or partner.Mistress Benay takes us into her Dungeon as
She describes, with all the exciting details, some of her Double
Domination Sessions with Mistress Jill and Mistress Susan, her recent
Cuckolding of her slave Troy, and She lays out a step by step guide for
Females who want to take control of their Marriage or Relationship, and
have their male kneeling at that feet, ready at their Beck and Call.If you
enjoyed her first book, you will absolutely love this bigger follow up novel
by one of America's most Exciting Female Domination Authors. Only a
Dominatrix with Mistress Benay's experience could present Female
Domination and Male Chastity in such a simple to understand, Sensual,
and Exciting manner.
Of Darkness and Dawn - Will Wight 2020-02-02
The Heart of Nakothi has been lost, the Consultants were victorious, and
the Empire remains free of Elder control. For now.Shera has become a
Soulbound, but with her new powers comes a terrifying burden. Her
Soulbound Vessel has begun to poison her mind, slowly transforming her
into a monstrous, bloodthirsty killer. Meanwhile, Calder Marten and his
Imperialist Guilds have begun to work against the Consultants...even to
the point of raising their own band of homegrown assassins. Assassins
with unique ties to Shera's past.On the seas, a man will do anything to
seize control of a throne.In the shadows, a woman fights for her own
soul.
The Master of Whitestorm - Janny Wurts 2021-03-09
This classic fantasy adventure from the acclaimed author of the Wars of
Light and Shadow series “is storytelling at its best” (Raymond E. Feist,
#1 New York Times–bestselling author). Chained at the oar on a Mhurgai
galley, a sullen slave who never speaks is considered a madman by his
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Seeking support in his mother’s homeland, he discovers that his
connection to the marid goes far deeper than expected and threatens not
only his relationship with Nahri, but his very faith. As peace grows more
elusive and old players return, Nahri, Ali, and Dara come to understand
that in order to remake the world, they may need to fight those they once
loved . . . and take a stand for those they once hurt.
Daughters of Rome- Kate Quinn 2011-04-05
A fast-paced historical novel about two women with the power to sway an
empire, from the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of
The Alice Network and The Rose Code. A.D. 69. The Roman Empire is up
for the taking. Everything will change—especially the lives of two sisters
with a very personal stake in the outcome. Elegant and ambitious,
Cornelia embodies the essence of the perfect Roman wife. She lives to
one day see her loyal husband as Emperor. Her sister Marcella is more
aloof, content to witness history rather than make it. But when a bloody
coup turns their world upside-down, both women must maneuver
carefully just to stay alive. As Cornelia tries to pick up the pieces of her
shattered dreams, Marcella discovers a hidden talent for influencing the
most powerful men in Rome. In the end, though, there can only be one
Emperor...and one Empress.
The Ships of Merior (The Wars of Light and Shadow, Book 2) Janny Wurts 2010-07-08
A powerful, layered weaving of myth, prose and pure imagination – The
Ships of Merior continues an epic fantasy series perfect for enthusiasts
of The Dark Tower and Earthsea.
Magician: Master - Raymond E. Feist 2017-08-22
He held the fate of two worlds in his hands... Once he was an orphan
called Pug, apprenticed to a sorcerer of the enchanted land of
Midkemia.. Then he was captured and enslaved by the Tsurani, a
strange, warlike race of invaders from another world. There, in the exotic
Empire of Kelewan, he earned a new name--Milamber. He learned to
tame the unnimagined powers that lay withing him. And he took his
place in an ancient struggle against an evil Enemy older than time itself.
Naked Empire - Terry Goodkind 2010-12-28
Beginning with Wizard's First Rule and continuing with six subsequent
fantasy masterpieces, Terry Goodkind has thrilled and awed millions of
readers worldwide. Now, in Naked Empire, Goodkind returns with a
broad-canvas adventure of epic intrigue, violent conflict, and terrifying
peril for the beautiful Kahlan Amnell and her husband, the heroic
Richard Rahl, the Sword of Truth. Richard Rahl has been poisoned.
Saving an empire from annihilation is the price of the antidote. With the
shadow of death looming near, the empire crumbling before the invading
hordes, and time running out, Richard is offered not only his own life but
the salvation of a people, in exchange for delivering his wife, Kahlan, into
bondage to the enemy. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Mistress Harley Empire: the FinDom Art of War - Mistress Harley
2016-09-05
Join the Harley Army or Suffer! Join the Sissy FinDom Army of Loser
Slaves Mistress Harley Empire www.MistressHarley.com
Shadow of a Dark Queen- Raymond E. Feist 2009-10-13
“An epic reading experience.” —San Diego Union-Tribune Acclaimed,
New York Times bestselling fantasist Raymond E. Feist gets his
masterful Serpentwar Saga off to a spectacular start with Shadow of a
Dark Queen. Feist’s classic epic fantasy adventure returns readers to
ever-imperiled Midkemia, a breathtaking, richly imagined realm of magic
and intrigue, where two unlikely heroes must rally the forces of the land
to stand firm against a malevolent race of monsters intent upon conquest
and annihilation. Locus magazine calls Shadow of a Dark Queen, “the
place to start for those yet to discover Feist’s fantasy worlds.” For fans of
Terry Goodkind, George R. R. Martin, and Terry Brooks—and for anyone
not already in the thrall of this astonishing author’s literary magic—that
is excellent advice indeed.

fellow captives—until the hour Korendir announces a plan, which is
certainly doomed to failure, for no one ever escapes the merciless
Mhurgai alive . . . Korendir’s silence hides a devious intellect. And his
benchmate, Haldeth, is desperate to end his cruel captivity, even if
mercy comes to him under the murderous knives of the Mhurgai. When
Korendir’s daring plan frees them both, Haldeth is compelled to follow
his determined companion on an even more impossible quest: to lift a
curse that despoils the kingdom of Torresdyr by recovering a legendary
wardstone from a witch. His prize if he succeeds? A wizard’s treasure. If
he fails? A grave with the legion of defeated champions before him. Far
from content to retire from danger, Korendir’s restless nature will not
embrace peace, his insatiable taste for impossible odds skating the thin
edge toward insanity . . . “Powerful . . . Epic grandeur . . . Magnificent.”
—Anne McCaffrey, New York Times–bestselling author “Feeling like an
old-fashioned episodic adventure fantasy, the novel gradually reveals an
underlying thread that explains the main character’s personality. Think
Lethal Weapon in a complex fantasy setting.” —Tor.com “A large, varied,
and original fantasy world, a unique magic concept, and a beautiful
romance.” —Fantasy Literature
Daughter of the Empire
- Raymond E. Feist 2017-08-22
An epic tale of adventure and intrigue, Daughter of the Empire is fantasy
of the highest order by two of the most talented writers in the field
today. Magic and murder engulf the realm of Kelewan. Fierce warlords
ignite a bitter blood feud to enslave the empire of Tsuranuanni. While in
the opulent Imperial courts, assassins and spy-master plot cunning and
devious intrigues against the rightful heir. Now Mara, a young, untested
Ruling lady, is called upon to lead her people in a heroic struggle for
survival. But first she must rally an army of rebel warriors, form a pact
with the alien cho-ja, and marry the son of a hated enemy. Only then can
Mara face her most dangerous foe of all—in his own impregnable
stronghold.
The Secret Garden- Hodgson B.F.
«Таинственный сад» – любимая классика для читателей всех
возрастов, жемчужина творчества Фрэнсис Ходжсон Бернетт, роман
о заново открытой радости жизни и магии силы. Мэри Леннокс,
жестокое и испорченное дитя высшего света, потеряв родителей в
Индии, возвращается в Англию, на воспитание к дяде-затворнику в
его поместье. Однако дядя находится в постоянных отъездах, и Мэри
начинает исследовать округу, в ходе чего делает много открытий, в
том числе находит удивительный маленький сад, огороженный
стеной, вход в который почему-то запрещен. Отыскав ключ и
потайную дверцу, девочка попадает внутрь. Но чьи тайны хранит
этот загадочный садик? И нужно ли знать то, что находится под
запретом?.. Впрочем, это не единственный секрет в поместье...
The Empire of Gold - S. A. Chakraborty 2020-06-30
“No series since George R.R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire has quite
captured both palace intrigue and the way that tribal infighting and war
hurt the vulnerable the most.” —Paste Magazine The final chapter in the
bestselling, critically acclaimed Daevabad Trilogy, in which a con-woman
and an idealistic djinn prince join forces to save a magical kingdom from
a devastating civil war. Daevabad has fallen. After a brutal conquest
stripped the city of its magic, Nahid leader Banu Manizheh and her
resurrected commander, Dara, must try to repair their fraying alliance
and stabilize a fractious, warring people. But the bloodletting and loss of
his beloved Nahri have unleashed the worst demons of Dara’s dark past.
To vanquish them, he must face some ugly truths about his history and
put himself at the mercy of those he once considered enemies. Having
narrowly escaped their murderous families and Daevabad’s deadly
politics, Nahri and Ali, now safe in Cairo, face difficult choices of their
own. While Nahri finds peace in the old rhythms and familiar comforts of
her human home, she is haunted by the knowledge that the loved ones
she left behind and the people who considered her a savior are at the
mercy of a new tyrant. Ali, too, cannot help but look back, and is
determined to return to rescue his city and the family that remains.
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